Manufacturing companies encounter many uncertainties in planning long-term strategies for making their business sustainable. As a decision-making tool in the business world, scenario writing is prevalent for exploring various business strategies by drawing various situations that might unfold in the future. The purpose of this paper is to propose a method for supporting the design of scenarios for planning long-term business strategies. In this method, such scenarios are described using existing sustainability scenarios. The method intends to help companies' strategists describe business environments by reusing and extending descriptions of sustainability scenarios. A scenario about solar panel business is described using the proposed method. The results illustrate that the method succeeds in describing detailed business environments from an existing sustainability scenario, and finally, obtaining several business strategies based on the business environments. In addition, our method clarifies the logical structure of the scenario, thereby enabling to review rationales for deriving those business strategies. hypothesis A premise or a hypothesis assumed in the scenario. derived_fact A consequence deduced from hypotheses in the scenario by "causality" links. action A strategy, policy, or action, which is taken by a main actor in the scenario.
hypothesis A premise or a hypothesis assumed in the scenario. derived_fact A consequence deduced from hypotheses in the scenario by "causality" links. action A strategy, policy, or action, which is taken by a main actor in the scenario.
Link paradox(A, B)
The content of Node A is inconsistent with that of Node B.
causality(A, B)
Node B is causally deduced from Node A.
logical_jump(A, B)
Node B is derived from Node A with a leap of logic.
equal(A, B)
The content of Node A is equal to that of Node B.
compare(A, B)
Node A is compared with Node B.
detail(A, B)
Node B is a detailed description of Node A.
refer(A, B)
Node A refers to Node B.
( Table 3 Format of a problem definition (13) Item Description Title A title of the scenario.
Objective An objective for designing the scenario.
Background
Motivations of describing the scenario.
Time horizon Time range that the scenario covers.
Region
Targeted regions in the scenario.
Main actor Main stakeholders in the scenario.
Associated actor Stakeholders associated with main actors. business strategy A set of strategies or actions that the company may take, obtained based on business environments.
overall conclusion Conclusions that indicate final suggestions for the company, which are derived from possible business strategies described in the scenario.
Link derive(A, B)
A node B is derived from a node A.
detail(A, B)
A node B is a detailed description of a node A. No new policies and technologies about solar panels will not be introduced. Solar power is not so popular.
Silicon prices will not change.
Descriptions of node (C-2-1):
Various policies and technologies about solar panels will be introduced. Solar power is more popular than Baseline. Silicon prices will not change.
High
Descriptions of node (C-1-2):
No new policies and technologies about solar panels will not be introduced. Solar power is not so popular. Silicon prices will become twice in 2050.
Descriptions of node (C-2-2):
Various policies and technologies about solar panels will be introduced. Solar power is more popular than Baseline. Silicon prices will become 5 times in 2050. 
